2019

Legacy
Accessories

Genuine Subaru Legacy Accessories

Always ready when you are.
Subaru has a proven history of engineering durable, go-anywhere vehicles
that last. And nothing exemplifies this better than the 2019 Subaru Legacy.
It’s a midsize sedan like no other, combining safety, versatility and a spirit of
adventure at every turn. Consider Genuine Subaru Accessories to help add a
personal touch to your daily commute or those weekend road trips.
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PROTECTION AND SECURITY

Plan ahead.
Whether you’re starting a weekend road trip or
navigating a packed parking lot, keeping the Subaru
Legacy looking great is simple. A complete line of
Genuine Subaru Accessories offers everything you
need to protect your vehicle from the inside out, no
matter where the road takes you.

Body Side Molding
Attractive, color-matched moldings coordinate with the styling of
the vehicle while helping to protect doors from unsightly dings.
J101SAL802G6
J101SAL802T1
J101SAL802V3
J101SAL802W7
J101SAL802TR
J101SAL802M4
J101SAL802G5

(Abyss Blue Pearl)
(Crimson Red Pearl)
(Crystal Black Silica)
(Crystal White Pearl)
(Ice Silver Metallic)
(Magnetite Gray Metallic)
(Tungsten Metallic)

Wheel Locks
Helps to deter theft of
wheels and tires.
B321SFG000 (Alloy)
T3010YS010 (Steel)
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PROTECTION AND SECURITY
Door Edge Guards

Side Window Deflectors

Help protect your door edges from dings and chips
with custom-fit, body color-matched, stainless steel
Door Edge Guards. They help preserve the appearance
of your Subaru while seamlessly blending into the door
design.

Lets the fresh air in while helping to
keep the weather out.

SOA801P010G6
SOA801P010T1
SOA801P010V3
SOA801P010W7
SOA801P010TR
SOA801P010M4
SOA801P010G5

(Abyss Blue Pearl)
(Crimson Red Pearl)
(Crystal Black Silica)
(Crystal White Pearl)
(Ice Silver Metallic)
(Magnetite Gray Metallic)
(Tungsten Metallic)

F0010AL900
May not be legal in all states.
Please check the laws of your state.
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PROTECTION AND SECURITY

Battery Warmer
Warms vehicle’s battery for
easier starting in extremely
cold weather. Plugs into a
household electrical outlet.
J601SFJ000

Car Cover
Helps protect the exterior of your Legacy.
Made of lightweight breathable material.
SOA3996000

Bumper Corner Moldings
Helps protect the corners of painted bumpers from scratches and dings.
Two piece kit.
SOA7181002
Not applicable to models with Blind Spot Detection.
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Car Cover Bag
Store your car cover in a Subaru branded bag.
M0010AS020

PROTECTION AND SECURITY

Security System
Shock Sensor
Activates security system alarm
when impact to the vehicle is
detected.
H7110AL000

Rear Bumper
Protector Mat
Helps protect top surface of
rear bumper when loading or
unloading the cargo area.
E101EAJ500
Not compatible with Cargo Tray.

Engine Block Heater
Helps protect vehicle paint finish from
stones and road grime. Set of four.

Warms engine coolant to
promote easier starting in
extreme cold conditions. Plugs
into a household electrical outlet.

J101SAL330
J101SAL340 (Sport model)

A091SSG000 (2.5L engine)
A091SFJ001 (3.6L engine)

Splash Guards
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PROTECTION AND SECURITY

All-Weather Floor Liners
Custom-fitted, high wall design floor liners help protect the
vehicle carpet from accidental spills, snow, sand, mud, dirt
and moisture.
J501SAL410
Not intended for use on top of Carpeted Floor Mats.

Rear Bumper Appliqué
Clear, scratch-resistant urethane film helps to protect
bumper upper surface and leading edge. Includes
a discrete Subaru logo.
E771SAL300
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PROTECTION AND SECURITY
LED Light & Logo

Undimmed

Dimmed

Severe Weather Companion
The Severe Weather Companion contains just about everything needed
to handle an unexpected weather emergency while traveling. Included
are items which help provide the basic necessities such as warmth, light,
water, first aid, and the ability to signal for help; all packaged in a handy
padded canvas carrying case.
SOA868V9501

Auto-Dimming Exterior Mirror with Approach Light
Enhance your Auto-Dimming Mirror experience by adding the Auto-Dimming Exterior
Mirrors with Approach Light.* Open or unlock the doors with the keyless entry system
and LED lights located behind the Subaru logo in each exterior mirror help to light the
way. Light is cast down from all four doors and onto the ground next to and towards
the rear of the vehicle. In darkness and when in traffic, the Auto-Dimming Exterior
Mirrors help add to a safer driving experience by reducing headlight glare on the
exterior mirrors. This occurs when excessive light is detected from the rear of the
vehicle. The dimming level of the exterior mirrors is regulated by the level of light
detected by the Auto-Dimming (Interior) Mirror.
J201SFL002
*Requires Auto-Dimming (Interior) Mirror.

Roadside Emergency Kit
The Genuine Subaru Roadside Emergency Kit contains a range of essential
items to assist you in an automotive emergency. Including jumper cables, a
reflective triangle, a first aid kit and more. The kit is designed to help keep
you safe and dry – and get you on the road again. The components of the
kit are packaged in a padded, embroidered carrying case.
SOA868V9510
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COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

Redefine your comfort zone.
With outstanding comfort, efficiency and value, the Subaru Legacy
is the right choice for today’s sedan buyer. A quiet ride and plenty
of room for you and your passengers offer the perfect environment
for just about any adventure. Customize your Subaru Legacy with
Genuine Subaru Accessories, each designed to enhance that
special feeling of confidence.
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COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

Cargo Net

Trunk Cargo Hook

Cargo Tray

Neatly holds cargo and prevents it from
sliding while the vehicle is in motion.

Conveniently helps to hold
shopping bags upright. The hook
folds out of the way when not in
use. Each kit includes one hook.

Helps protect the trunk area from sand, water, stains,
dirt and other messes while providing a surface that
helps reduce the shifting of cargo while driving.

F551SAL100

Not compatible with Rear Bumper Protector Mat.

F551SAL030

J501SAL510

Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass

Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass and HomeLink®

This upgraded auto-dimming mirror detects glare
and darkens automatically to protect your vision,
while featuring an 8-point digital compass.

This upgraded auto-dimming mirror detects glare and darkens
automatically to protect your vision, while featuring an 8-point
digital compass. Three backlit HomeLink® buttons can be
programmed to operate most garage doors, security gates, home
lighting and more. Can also provide you with the last status of
your garage door (open or closed) if programmed to a compatible
opener featuring two-way communication.

H501SSG203

H501SSG304

Cargo Net – Side
Neatly holds smaller items at the sides of
the cargo area. Kit includes two nets.
F551SAL020
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COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

Ash Tray
Fits conveniently in the center console cup holder.
Easily removed to empty contents.
92172AG040 (Black)
J2070YA000 (Silver)
Requires Ash Tray Holder.

Cigarette Lighter
Replaces the power outlet
in the center console stack.
H6710AL010

Ash Tray Holder
Helps to give the ash tray accessory a snug fit
in the center console cup holder.
F6010AG010

Sunshade
The foldable Sunshade offers a triple layer of
protection to help reduce vehicle temperature up
to 40 degrees. The Sunshade is custom-cut to fit
properly, and includes a handy storage bag.
SOA3991820
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COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Remote Engine Starter
Allows vehicle to be started by pushing
a button from the convenience of
home or the office (up to 400 feet
away depending on obstructions) so
that the vehicle’s interior temperature
is more comfortable upon entry. The
start/stop button blinks to confirm the
engine has been started. Push Start
works in conjunction with the Keyless
Access and Start System.
H001SAL003 (Key Start)
H001SAL102 (Push Start)

Moonroof Air Deflector
Helps reduce wind noise and sun glare.
F541SAL000

Power Outlet – 120 Volt
Need to charge your phone, tablet, laptop? With the 120 volt,
100-watt 2-prong power outlet accessory, it makes it easy.
H7110AL100
Not compatible with both Reverse Automatic Braking and Harman Kardon®.

Cargo Organizer
Conveniently transport your outdoor gear or up to four
grocery bags neatly in the back. Quickly collapses for
easy storage when not in use.
SOA567T100
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STI BRAND
STI License Plate Frames
Frames are available with a variety of UV resistant
polyurethane logos and come in matte black, stainless
steel or carbon fiber. The carbon fiber license plate
frame is handmade with thick resin-impregnated
carbon fiber cloth. Kit includes hardware hider caps.
SOA342L126 (Matte Black)
SOA342L123 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L145 (Carbon Fiber)

STI Key Chain
STI Key Chain –
Carbon Fiber

Raising
expectations.
Give the Subaru Legacy a winning-edge
look with Genuine STI Accessories.
Designed for drivers who demand
more, you can kick it up a notch and
add the attitude, performance and
functionality you’re looking for.
The adventure starts now.
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Carbon fiber composite and
stainless steel key chain with
STI logo, leather strap and
universal split ring.

Made from 1/8-inch thick 304 stainless
steel, with a brushed finish and permanent
black laser etched STI logo.
SOA342L159

STI Valve Stem Caps

SOA342L156

Add a finishing touch to your
Subaru. These caps feature
the STI logo and an “O” ring
seal to help keep the valve
orifices clean.
SOA342L136

STI Pedal Pad Set – CVT
STI Euro-Style Marque Plates
Manufactured from 304-stainless steel
with the STI logo and available in stainless
steel or matte black finish. Kit includes
hardware hider caps.
SOA342L132 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L133 (Matte Black)

Aluminum pedal covers with
non-slip surfaces and STI logo.
C8110FG000

AUDIO / MEDIA

A moving experience.
The quiet interior of the Subaru Legacy is the perfect environment
for serious music listening. No matter where you’re headed, you
can empower your audio system with Genuine Subaru Accessories.
The lows are taken to new heights. Precision highs fill the cabin.
It’s a journey in the making every time you go for a drive.

Tweeter Kit
Special speakers enhance high-frequency
audio responses and improve stereo imaging.
H631SAL000 (2.5i model)
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STYLE

Arrive in style.
The Subaru Legacy is ready to take you anywhere in
any weather. It’s built for drivers who demand more
and never settle for less. With a complete line of
Genuine Subaru Accessories, feel free to outfit your
vehicle to match whatever excursion lies ahead.
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STYLE
License Plate Frames – Adventure Seeker
You pick the adventure, your Subaru will get you
there. Our new Adventure Seeker license plate
frame is for the explorer. Frames are manufactured
from heavy-gauge 304 stainless steel that will not
rust or corrode, and come in either matte black or
polished stainless steel.
SOA342L163 (Matte Black)
SOA342L164 (Stainless Steel)

License Plate Frames – Pet Lover
At Subaru, pets are part of the family. Share your
love for your furry, scaly or feathered friends with
our new Pet Lover license plate frame. Subaru Pet
Lover frames are manufactured from heavy-gauge
304 stainless steel that will not rust or corrode,
and come in either matte black or polished
stainless steel.

Leather Shift Knob – CVT
Add a stylish touch with the leather-trimmed shift knob.

SOA342L165 (Matte Black)
SOA342L166 (Stainless Steel)

35160AL00A

Valve Stem Caps
Add a finishing touch to your Subaru. These
caps feature the Subaru star cluster and an “O”
ring seal to help keep the valve orifices clean.
SOA342L137

LED Upgrade – Map and Dome Lights

STANDARD

LED UPGRADE

Upgrade your interior map and dome lights with our new
LED upgrade accessory. The upgrade offers brighter,
whiter and crisper interior lighting of the map and dome
lights than the standard equipment lighting.
H461SFL100
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STYLE
Footwell Illumination Kit
Casts a soft blue glow onto the front floor area.
H461SAL001

Trunk Spoiler
Sleek, low-profile design adds just the right
amount of attitude to your Legacy.
E721SAL000G6 (Abyss Blue Pearl)
E721SAL000T1 (Crimson Red Pearl)
E721SAL000V3 (Crystal Black Silica)
E721SAL000W7 (Crystal White Pearl)
E721SAL000TR (Ice Silver Metallic)
E721SAL000M4 (Magnetite Gray)
E721SAL000G5 (Tungsten Metallic)

Key Chain

Key Chain – Carbon Fiber

Made from 1/8-inch
thick 304 stainless steel,
with a brushed finish
and permanent black
laser etched graphics.

Carbon fiber composite and
stainless steel key chain with
leather strap and universal
split ring.

SOA342L162
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SOA342L155

STYLE
License Plate Frames – Slim Line
Manufactured from heavy-gauge 304 stainless steel that will
not rust or corrode, and come in either matte black, stainless
steel or carbon fiber. The carbon fiber license plate frame is
handmade with thick resin-impregnated carbon fiber cloth
and is finished in a UV resistant clear coat. Kit includes
hardware hider caps.
SOA342L104 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L105 (Matte Black)
SOA342L142 (Carbon Fiber)

License Plate Frames – Slim Line (Subaru)
Manufactured from heavy-gauge 304 stainless steel that
will not rust or corrode. Available in polished stainless
steel or matte black finish with Subaru logo. Kit includes
hardware hider caps.
SOA342L152 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L153 (Matte Black)

License Plate Frame (Subaru)
Frame displays the Subaru logo in a UV
resistant polyurethane and comes in a
stainless steel finish.
SOA342L127

17-Inch Alloy Wheel Set
Add a touch of flair to your Legacy 2.5i with these
alloy wheels. Order four of each part number.
28111AL17A (Wheel)
28821VA000 (Center Cap)
28194FJ001 (TPMS Valve Stem)
28192FJ000 (TPMS Valve Screw)

License Plate Bracket – Front
Stainless steel with black powder
coated finish. Includes mounting
hardware.
SOA342L120
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Subaru of America reserves the right to change or withdraw accessories at
any time without prior notice and without incurring the obligation to make
changes to any accessories previously sold.
All images are representative.

Subaru, Legacy and STI are registered trademarks.
Harman Kardon is a trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc.
HomeLink is a trademark of Gentex Corp.
©2018 Subaru of America, Inc.

Printed in U.S.A.
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